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Introduction
The System has previously committed to working towards one programme of work, as set out in our Memorandum of
Understanding. As partners will have seen, the proposed approach to delivery for 2018/19 suggested greater focus as a System
on a small number of priorities for the short (A&E, DTOC, finance) and medium term (the development of the North/South
Provider Alliances and Integrated Neighbourhoods in particular).
Over and above these themes, other matters were raised, which means that some important issues have been ‘parked’ during the
Autumn. To ensure these matters are prioritised effectively it has been proposed we develop a framework which can be used to
agree when an important or other issue is removed from the “parked” list and subsequently moved into a short/medium-term
priority. There are also a number of areas which are within dispute which needs to be resolved and therefore the framework has
been split into two; Prioritisation and if required Dispute Resolution.
The following slides aim to present discussions topics for three areas of the framework:
1.
2.
3.

Triage map to determine which framework is required
Prioritisation and dispute resolution frameworks
Roles and Responsibilities
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Triage map – to determine which framework is required
The below triage process will take place monthly at Health and Care Executive where it will be agreed which framework is to be
followed.

Things to consider – a System
item is likely to be one that:
a) Links to System priorities
b) Has material
consequences on the
System as a whole
c) Affect several partners
d) Funded by STP moneys

Is it a System item?

Yes

No

Tracker completed
Things to consider – a
dispute is likely when there is:
a) Multiple failed attempts
for resolution
b) A difference of opinion
with no means of
resolution?

What is needed to
progress?

Resolution
Dispute resolution
framework (Slide 5)

Things to consider – an item
is not a System item if it:
a) Is an organisation item
them continues with
appropriate organisation
b) Only affects a small
number of partners then
should be dealt with
outside of the system
discussions

Picked up via:
a) appropriate
organisation’s internal
governance process
b) contracting
discussions
c) bilaterally across
organisations

Resources
Prioritisation
framework (Slide 4)
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Prioritisation framework
The below sets out the process for prioritisation, which needs to be sponsored by a HCE member in the first instance.

Strategic Outline
Case (SOC)

FPPG/CAG

Health and Care
Executive

The HCE sponsor is responsible for overseeing the production of a light touch SOC which covers:
a) Clarity on objective or desired outcomes
b) Impact on patients and population (clinical consequence), money, non-recurrent resourcing,
regulatory requirements and if any reputational impact
c) Confirmation the item isn’t within scope of something else
d) Proposal for resourcing
e) Clarity on first checkpoint
To endorsement SOC/PID from a finance and clinical (e.g., patient outcome, health inequality)
perspective.

To provide a decision on whether the item is moved to the work plan and whether it is defined as
immediate or pending (with a date for review).

To endorse the decision made by HCE in public.
STP Board

STP work plan

If resourcing is available, the item is immediately prioritised and moved into the STP Programme
Cycle (4Ds), if not moved to pending list (with a date for review).
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Dispute resolution framework
The below sets out the process for dispute resolution, which needs to be led by the appropriate Senior Responsible Officer
(SRO).

SRO/CEO Sponsor

SRO meets with CEO sponsor to agree if a resolution cannot be reached by following programme
management methodology, with escalation to Health and Care Executive only if absolutely required.

Health and Care
Executive

SRO and CEO sponsor presents a summary paper at the Health and Care Executive to expose
areas where opinions differ, including current understanding of what these opinions are. This paper
should also propose who the natural arbiter is, according to statutory responsibilities.

SRO/CEO Sponsor

Report is updated to represent all partners views following an HCE discussion, and confirmation of
who is the agreed arbitrating organisation. Once agreed the CEO to ensure the Chair of the
arbitrating organisation is fully informed of all partners views.

Arbitrating
organisation

The Board of the arbitrating organisation makes an informed decision as appropriate, clearly taking
into account the System’s perspectives.

STP Board

The Chair of the arbitrating organisation provides feedback to STP Board from the arbiter to ensure
there is a clear rationale for the decision made, and to appraise the public of this.

After Action Review

After Action Review (AAR) to be completed following the decision, to look at lessons learnt and how
we arrived at the dispute in the first place. To be led by the SDU and SRO and presented back to the
HCE/STP Board following completion.
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